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Social Media Activists Strongly React to Paghman Attack

KABUL - They wanted to show their graduation and Eid greetings with families, but they went to graves instead of going to their mothers' arms, wrote a Facebook activist about the victims of Paghman incident. At least two Taliban bombers attacked the Baghlan Regional High School in the district centre. More than 500 students are currently functional in Baghlan High School. A fire was reported in the classrooms and the office partially burned, but it completely gutted one classroom. About 200 students are enrolled in the Gulmiran High School, located in the Nahrain district of Baghlan province and were heading to the capital on leave. The first bomber was killed on the road when police were retuning from the training policemen and arrested the second bomber attacked 20 minutes apart when police arrived at the scene on the Kabul-Kandahar highway and destroy the vehicle. The Taliban were killed and dozens more wounded. On Thursday evening, the Taliban released a statement about the toll on Friday as 33 dead and 79 wounded. Two of the wounded are civilians and the rest police officers. "They were excited while attacking the police they might be celebrating their graduation in their minds and they couldn't relate it with their mothers, fathers and other relatives, waiting for their arrival," Kabul police said.

Taliban's Eid Attack Plot Foiled in Balkh, Bomb Making Factory in Nuristan

BALKH - A bomb making factory of the Taliban group was burned down by Afghan forces in eastern Nahrin district of Balkh province. The National Directorate of Security (NDS) said the factory was discovered in Rehut village located in Chanth district. According to a statement by NDS, the group used explosives to make a war plant in the factory to manufacture improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and were also damaged during the operation. The statement further added that the two suicide attackers were identified as Mohammad Sabir son of , Naseem Mohammad and Mohammad Sabir son of Abdul Sabir. NDS also added that the intelligence operatives seized 22 kg of CTN explosives, 67 Kokaka mobile phones set, 6 explo- der, 2 hard grenades, 20 explosive capac- its, 1 remote control, and other remnants of the operation. (Menor on P.013)

6 Islamic State Rebels Killed in Nangarhar Airstrike

NDS, two experts working for the office have detained the alleged robbers who are currently being inter- rogated. According to a statement by NDS, the factory was destroyed during an operation by the NDS, the two men were arrested during an operation by the NDS. Two suspects have been iden- tified as the militants who belong to Taliban group. The factory which was regu- larly used by the Taliban group and the pictures of the men in social media and later posted more pic- tures which purportedly shows Taliban leaders. (Pajhwok on P.013)

ISIS Execute Three Alleged Talibans Fighters in Nangarhar

You can let down your guard today and you are not likely to feel like you are losing your control or that you are being manipulated. Your centers are strong and your defenses are up. Villains will not be able to outsmart you this time around. Although your opening can temporarily intensify your discomfort, you will not believe it and you will not work so hard to get it over with.

You are more transparent today than you have been in a long time, so don't be afraid to ask questions. It's wiser than accepting limitations, but knowing the differ- ence between fact and fancy is critical to your success.

If it wasn't for the wind, you would have been a high flyer today. However, although you are confident and self-assured, you are not a complete daredevil. You think. In fact, you might want to run and hide from the wind. You are more transparent today than you have been in a long time, so don't be afraid to ask questions. It's wiser than accepting limitations, but knowing the differ- ence between fact and fancy is critical to your success.

You are more transparent today than you have been in a long time, so don't be afraid to ask questions. It's wiser than accepting limitations, but knowing the differ- ence between fact and fancy is critical to your success.

The police cadets were re- forming in powerful blasts in buses, destroying two of the vehicles which purportedly shows Taliban leaders. (Pajhwok)

Robbers Involved in Badakhshan Woman's Killing Held

You are more transparent today than you have been in a long time, so don't be afraid to ask questions. It's wiser than accepting limitations, but knowing the difference between fact and fancy is critical to your success.

It's not like you to conceal so much of your fan- tasy world, but you're not interested in letting others into your private life now. They are more likely to support your current decisions when they understand the underlying motivation behind your actions.

Although opening your heart can temporarily intensify your discomfort, you will not believe it and you will not work so hard to get it over with.

You can let down your guard today and you are not likely to feel like you are losing your control or that you are being manipulated. Your centers are strong and your defenses are up. Villains will not be able to outsmart you this time around. Although your opening can temporarily intensify your discomfort, you will not believe it and you will not work so hard to get it over with.

You will be feeling so good today that you will not want to go the extra mile to discern the illusion and might be fearful that your vi- sionary world, but you're not interested in letting others into your private life now. They are more likely to support your current decisions when they understand the underlying motivation behind your actions.

You are more transparent today than you have been in a long time, so don't be afraid to ask questions. It's wiser than accepting limitations, but knowing the difference between fact and fancy is critical to your success.
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